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Luxury Caribbean resorts just keep getting more and more impressive, and with every year the standard for Caribbean 
luxury gets higher. 

We’ve long said that Caribbean luxury is a unique concept; but even within the sphere there are so many different 
interpretations and manifestations of what the word means in the region. 

There’s sleek, modern luxury; the luxury of the residential resort; the luxury of overwhelming beauty and design; and the 
luxury of endless indulgence — to name a few. 

The hottest luxury Caribbean resorts for 2020 all exemplify a particular brand of luxury; what they all have in common is a 
commitment to making guests feel grand. 

Here are the hottest, buzziest luxury resorts in the Caribbean for 2020. 

Cabrits Resort and Spa Kempinski Dominica There’s no hotter luxury Caribbean resort than the brand-new Cabrits
Resort and Spa Kempinski Dominica, the Nature Island’s first true resort. The 151-room resort in northern Dominica is the
first-ever resort in the Caribbean for the luxe Kempinski brand, and a new level of modern luxury for an island that has
long been one of the Caribbean’s most closely-guarded secrets. Make sure you go for one of the plunge-pool suites, either
gazing at the sea or at Dominica’s stunning green-mountain scenery. 
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